The California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) plays an important role in California’s public school accountability program. Beginning in grade 10, students have multiple chances to pass the mathematics and English Language Arts components of this exam. If they do not pass both components by the end of grade 12, they will not receive a high school diploma.

Statewide analysis has shown that many students struggle with this exam and, despite modest improvements in recent years, about 1 in 16 fails to pass the exam before the end of grade 12.

To determine which types of interventions might be most effective, we considered two statewide policies and one local San Diego program designed to help struggling students pass the exam.

- Assembly Bill (AB) 128, which provides districts with funding for tutoring students, primarily in grades 11 and 12.

- Assembly Bill 347, which authorizes and provides funding to districts to provide at least two years of support services for students who failed to pass the CAHSEE by the end of grade 12.

- The San Diego Unified School District’s program that offers a set of CAHSEE preparatory classes in mathematics and English Language Arts for students in grades 11 and 12 who have not yet passed the exam.
Our findings suggest that the tutoring provided under AB 128 does not help students pass the exam, and that the other two interventions we studied—extending student enrollment and providing prep classes directly related to the exam—help only a small percentage of students pass the test. We estimate that only 1.5 to 3 percent of the students who failed the CAHSEE in grade 10 later passed the test as a result of these interventions. In other words, the interventions unfortunately do not help the vast majority of those failing the CAHSEE in grade 10 to pass the test in a later grade.

Thus, we conclude that either new or improved interventions are needed in high school, or new interventions are needed to help students prepare for the exit exam well before they first undertake it in grade 10.

An earlier PPIC report by Zau and Betts (2008) demonstrated that forecasting models using data in earlier grades could accurately identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE. The current report shows that data from as early as grade 2 are highly predictive, and thus districts could intervene in elementary school to assist students likely to have trouble with an exit exam many years in their future.

To help teachers and administrators identify at-risk students, we have developed a CAHSEE Early Warning Model. Individual districts can use this model to predict the probability of their own students passing the exit exam when they reach grade 10, using test scores from the California Standards Test (CST) and several other variables gathered in grades 6 or 8.
Introduction

Over the past decade, high school exit exams have become widely used throughout the United States (Warren 2007). Designed to measure how well students are meeting state standards in core subject areas, these tests have become an integral part of many states’ educational accountability systems.

In California, beginning with the class of 2006, public high school students have been required to pass both the mathematics and the English Language Arts (ELA) sections of the California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) in order to obtain a high school diploma. Thus, from a student’s perspective, the CAHSEE (or “Kay-See,” as it has come to be known) is the lone “high stakes” element in California’s mandated assessment and accountability system.¹

The primary purpose of the exit exam is to boost student achievement in California’s public high schools and to ensure that every graduate meets minimum competency standards in reading, writing, and mathematics.² A secondary goal of exit exams, usually unstated, is to signal to postsecondary institutions and employers that high school graduates have met those standards.³

From its very beginning, the CAHSEE has generated controversy and lawsuits. In response, the California State Legislature has created laws that provide funds to school districts to support students who do not pass the exit exam during their first attempt in grade 10 and, more recently, to provide two additional years of support for students who did not pass the CAHSEE before the end of grade 12.

In this report, we examine the effectiveness of these legislative interventions and also the results of promising intervention efforts in the San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD), the second largest school district in California. In a previous study, Zau and Betts used data from this district to develop a forecasting model able to determine which students are likely to pass or fail the exit exam, based on data available from as early as grade 4. We discuss further refinements in this model and its potential for enabling districts to effectively identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE and to intervene preemptively many grades before students first take the exit exam in grade 10.

Questions Addressed in This Study

How effective are each of the interventions in helping students pass the exit exam?

- AB 128 allocated funding to schools to support tutoring for students in grades 11 and 12 who had not yet passed the CAHSEE. With the availability of several more cohorts of students than the single cohort studied by Zau and Betts in 2008, can we say anything more about whether this funding improved the ability of students to pass the exit exam?

- SDUSD independently created CAHSEE prep classes in mathematics and ELA for students who had not yet passed a given component of the exit exam in grades 11 and 12. Have these courses improved pass rates on the exam?

- AB 347 provides funding for districts to re-enroll students who failed to pass the exit exam by the end of grade 12 and thus failed to graduate from high school. Did this funding lead to greater re-enrollment among non-graduates and greater passage rates on the CAHSEE?

We find that, taken together, these interventions have produced quite limited gains for struggling students. This raises the question of whether we might be able to intervene earlier in students’ education to better prepare them for the exit exam in grade 10. For such an intervention to be cost-effective, we would need to identify the students specifically at risk of failing the exam, so that we could
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provide targeted assistance. To explore this issue, we relied upon the forecasting model developed by Zau and Betts to address two additional questions.

**How accurate is the Zau and Betts forecasting model?**
Zau and Betts maintain that their predictive model can be used to forecast pass/fail rates on the CAHSEE for students beyond those in their study sample (the class of 2006 in San Diego). Because we now have data from the classes of 2007, 2008, and 2009, we can make predictions using the model based on the class of 2006 to determine the model’s accuracy. This leads to a question of direct interest to policymakers: Can districts construct such a model and use it for younger cohorts to identify students for early academic intervention?

**Can we forecast results on the CAHSEE using student outcomes even earlier than grade 4?**
The Zau and Betts forecasting models use snapshots of student background and achievement as early as grade 4. In the interest of assisting students even earlier in their education, can we use data based on students’ report cards in grade 3 or even grade 2 to accurately predict their subsequent performance on the CAHSEE?

We find that the 2008 model predicts CAHSEE outcomes for later cohorts remarkably well. Armed with this knowledge, we have come up with a new and simplified CAHSEE Early Warning Model with variables that should be readily available to any district. We have published this model as an Excel spreadsheet on the PPIC website. The model can be used by any California district to identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE many years before they reach grade 10.

In the following sections, we describe the exit exam and the three interventions mentioned above. We evaluate the effects of these interventions, describe the CAHSEE Early Warning Model we developed to help districts identify students who may need help preparing for the exit exam, and conclude with a brief discussion of policy considerations.

---

**California’s High School Exit Exam**

The CAHSEE is a high-stakes exam—not only for students but for schools and districts as well. Students who fail the exam will not be granted a diploma from a public high school in California. Student performance also affects schools and districts, since CAHSEE results are used to calculate the Academic Performance Index (API)—the measure used in California’s public school accountability program—and are the sole measure used to determine Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) at the high school level under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.

The CAHSEE consists of two parts—an English Language Arts (ELA) test and a mathematics test—designed to evaluate whether students have mastered English at approximately a grade-10 level and mathematics at a grade-8 level. Students are offered multiple opportunities to take the CAHSEE—once in grade 10, twice in grade 11, and up to five times in grade 12.4 For accountability purposes, all students are required to take the CAHSEE for the first time in grade 10. Students must pass both parts of the exam in order to receive a high school diploma, but if students pass one part and fail the other, they need to retake only the part they failed.5

---

*The Early Warning Model may be able to predict CAHSEE performance based on student performance in either grade 6 or 8.*
Supportive Legislation
In light of early concerns about the number of students who were failing the exit exam, California enacted legislation that authorized funding to districts for the remediation of students who failed the CAHSEE on their first attempt in grade 10.

Assembly Bill 128
In September 2005, the California State Legislature passed AB 128, earmarking $20 million in state funds to provide “intensive instruction and services” for students in the graduating class of 2006 who had yet to pass both parts of the CAHSEE. The types of instruction and services allowed under AB 128 include (1) individual or small group instruction; (2) counseling; (3) instruction designed to meet specific needs of eligible pupils; (4) additional teachers; (5) the purchase, scoring, and review of diagnostic assessments; and (6) appropriate teacher training to meet the needs of eligible pupils.

In the 2009–10 school year, California shifted AB 128 funding into flexible funding, allowing districts to use the state money however they see fit and thus creating the possibility for districts to provide tutoring or any type of assistance far earlier than grades 11 and 12.

Assembly Bill 347
The legislature passed AB 347 in October 2007. This law requires districts to provide support services for up to two consecutive academic years after grade 12 to students who do not pass the exit exam by the end of grade 12, effective with the class of 2006. The law specifies that districts must (1) post notices in all 10th-, 11th-, and 12th-grade classrooms informing students of their eligibility to receive services beyond grade 12; (2) notify students who have completed grade 12, but have not passed both parts of the exam, that they are eligible to receive services for two years beyond grade 12; (3) provide English proficiency instruction to English Learners who have not passed the test; and (4) tailor remedial services specifically toward passing the CAHSEE. As with AB 128, AB 347 services may be provided during the regular school day if they do not supplant students’ instruction in core curriculum areas. Services may also be provided on Saturdays or before or after school hours.6

Assembly Bill 1802
Starting with the 2006–07 academic year, AB 1802 provides $200 million (approximately $80 per student in grades 7–12) to increase the number of school counselors in the state’s middle and high schools. Counselors hired under AB 1802 are required to review all student records to identify students who failed, or are at risk of failing, the exit exam. They are also required to conduct individual meetings with students and their parents to discuss each student’s transcript and performance on standardized assessments, the consequences of not passing the high school exit exam, the coursework necessary to complete middle/high school, and, if applicable, remediation opportunities. Counselors are to explain each student’s options for continuing education if he/she fails one or both parts of the CAHSEE, including enrolling in adult education or a community college, continuing enrollment in his/her school district, and continuing to receive intensive instruction and services until he/she passes both parts of the CAHSEE (for up to two consecutive academic years after completion of grade 12).

CAHSEE Support in the San Diego Unified School District
Well before the state legislature allocated funding for support services through AB 128, AB 347, and AB 1802, the San Diego Unified School District recognized the importance of providing targeted assistance for students having difficulty with the exit exam. During the 2003–04
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academic year, SDUSD developed and piloted CAHSEE prep courses in ELA and mathematics for students in grades 11 and 12 who had yet to pass both parts of the exam. Beginning with the 2004–05 school year, these elective courses were offered at all district high schools during the school day, before or after school, and during summer school; the prep courses are still being offered as of the 2011–12 academic year (San Diego Unified School District 2003–2010).

District administrative records indicate that from the 2005–06 through the 2008–09 academic years, SDUSD used the “intensive instruction and services” funding provided under AB 128, AB 347, and AB 1802 to support the full range of services specified in the legislation and that nearly all eligible students received at least one type of service.

Although SDUSD used most of the funding it received through the legislative interventions to support intensive instruction related to the exit exam, the district also used a portion of the funding to provide CAHSEE-specific counseling for students (in both individual and group settings), convene parent meetings and student assemblies, engage translation services, and notify post-grade-12 students about their eligibility for CAHSEE support services to help them pass the exam.

Are the Interventions Helping?

AB 128 Tutoring

AB 128 provides districts with per capita funding to support tutoring and other assistance for students in grades 11 and 12 who have not yet passed the CAHSEE. To assess whether this funding was successful, we compared cohorts of students who were offered such assistance to cohorts of students who were not. Students who were scheduled to graduate in spring 2006 or spring 2007 were offered AB 128–funded assistance only in grade 12, while later cohorts were offered assistance in both grades 11 and 12. We can therefore compare student performance on the CAHSEE in grade 11 for the classes of 2006 and 2007, which did not receive tutoring, with the performance of later cohorts of students that did receive tutoring.

We estimated models to test for a difference between these two sets of students, while taking into account student and school characteristics (details are presented in Technical Appendix A). We found no statistically significant difference in CAHSEE passage in grade 11 between the cohorts that received tutoring and those who did not, leading us to conclude that AB 128 funding did not have an appreciable effect.

CAHSEE Preparatory Classes

SDUSD provides struggling students with special CAHSEE prep classes during school, before and after school, as well as during summer school. The classes provide explicit instruction on the structure of the CAHSEE and test-taking strategies, as well as content-based instruction focusing on the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the ELA and mathematics components of the exam.

Data gathered from student transcripts from 2005–06 through 2008–09 show that, over time, a growing number of students participated in these courses (Table 1). Some students enrolled in these courses before taking the CAHSEE for the first time, as evidenced by the enrollment of students in grades 9 and 10. One interesting trend is the growing number of students taking these courses at lower

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade level</th>
<th>Class of 2006</th>
<th>Class of 2007</th>
<th>Class of 2008</th>
<th>Class of 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>1817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Authors’ calculations.
NOTE: Includes multiple classes over two years.
There seems to be very little relation between taking a prep class and passing the CAHSEE overall. Not surprisingly, the effects are larger when we study the relationship between taking a prep class in a given subject and the results on the corresponding part of the exam. As shown by the middle (orange) bars in each trio of bars, the effects of taking an ELA prep class are positive and statistically meaningful in all four years, with by far the largest effect occurring in 2008–09, where the probability of passing the ELA portion of the CAHSEE is predicted to increase by 31 percent. Similarly, taking a mathematics prep course improves the probability of passing the mathematics portion of the CAHSEE by up to 20 percent by 2008–09, as shown by the red bars in Figure 1. We cannot say with certainty why the effect of the prep classes appears to have increased over time. It might be that the quality of the prep classes has improved over the years.

As mentioned above, the CAHSEE prep classes are offered at various times during the regular school day, as well as outside of regular school hours and, in a few cases, during the summer. We used a model that allowed for the effects of these courses to vary across these three settings.
(Technical Appendix A also includes estimates of the separate effects for each school year.)

Figure 2 shows the results when we differentiate between CAHSEE prep classes taught at different times. Mathematics and ELA prep classes taken during the regular school day, and mathematics classes taken during the summer, have strong positive associations with passing the corresponding subject in the CAHSEE.

Mathematics and ELA prep classes seem to help in each subject area but do not meaningfully improve the overall CAHSEE passage rate.

AB 347 Funding for Non-Graduates

The obvious policy questions are whether AB 347 encourages a greater percentage of non-graduates to return to high school, and whether it increases the percentage of these students who pass the CAHSEE within one or two years after the year in which they failed to graduate.

We find that a large percentage of students in the classes from 2007 to 2009 who failed to pass the CAHSEE during grade 12 did return the following year, but a substantial fraction of these students were special needs students enrolled in non-diploma-bound programs.10 We include, but distinguish, these students in Figures 3 through 5. Because it is unlikely that many of these students would pass the CAHSEE, and because the main reason they re-enrolled was to take life skills classes, we exclude them from our statistical analyses following the figures.

One important question is whether the percentage of students who failed to graduate in the classes of 2007 through 2009 who came back and passed the CAHSEE after grade 12 exceeds the corresponding percentage for the class of 2006, for whom AB 347 was not available at the end of grade 12. Figures 3 through 5 present the outcomes for seniors by cohort, illustrating the percentage re-enrolling and the percentage who subsequently passed the CAHSEE.11 As shown in Figure 3, the percentage of seniors who re-enroll within the first year after they fail to graduate because they did not pass the CAHSEE increases sharply after the class of 2006, reaching a plateau of about 50 percent for the classes of 2008 and 2009. As for those who came back two years after their senior year, Figure 4 shows a steady increase in re-enrollment progressing from the class of 2006 to the classes of 2007 and 2008, although as might be expected, smaller percentages of students return during the second year.

Students who returned to school to take the CAHSEE did not fare well on the test. As shown in Figure 5, the percentage of those failing to graduate in grade 12 due to not passing the CAHSEE who then passed the CAHSEE within a year of finishing grade 12 increased for the classes...
of 2007 and 2008 compared to 2006, but then fell sharply in 2009. The corresponding results for the percentage of students who retook and passed the exam within two years are slightly better: they rose from 1.9 percent in the class of 2006 to 6.3 percent in the class of 2007, 7.5 percent in the class of 2008, and 6.3 percent in the class of 2009 (see Technical Appendix A).\textsuperscript{12}

It should be noted that the increases in re-enrollment and pass rates shown in Figures 3 through 5 occur in years that coincided with the recent recession. It is possible that students had difficulty finding jobs during that time and decided to return to school to complete their education.\textsuperscript{13} Thus, we cannot claim with certainty that AB 347 brought these students back to school after they failed to graduate. However, it is unlikely that all of the increase in CAHSEE passage rates in 2008 and later years was due to the recession. We discuss this issue in Technical Appendix A, where we examine the effects of the recession on labor-force participation rates between 2006 and 2009 among young adults lacking a high school diploma.

One interesting trend is the growing number of students taking prep courses at lower grade levels.

The Combined Effect of AB 128 Tutoring, CAHSEE Prep Classes, and AB 347 “Re-Enrollment” Funding on CAHSEE Pass Rates

To obtain a sense of the overall effect of CAHSEE interventions, we examined the population of students in the classes of 2008 and 2009, focusing on the students who failed one or both subject exams in grade 10. We estimated the number of students in this sample who passed the CAHSEE within two years after grade 12 who would not have passed had the three interventions not been in place.\textsuperscript{14}
Figure 6 presents our “more optimistic” and “less optimistic” estimates of the combined effect. In our more optimistic calculation we use all estimated effects, even if they are not statistically significant. The less optimistic calculation sets the effects that are not statistically significant to zero.

We find that, at most, 3 percent of those who failed the CAHSEE in grade 10 subsequently passed the exam as a result of AB 128 tutoring in grade 11, CAHSEE prep classes, and AB 347. Our lower bound estimate is an effect of about 1.5 percent, with AB 347 accounting for almost all of the effect. It may seem surprising that the prep classes do not play a larger role, until we recall that although the CAHSEE prep classes in each subject increased the probability of passing that same subject on the exit exam, we found that they had little effect on passing the CAHSEE overall.

Although Figure 6 shows a small degree of success, it is clear that these high school interventions, either by themselves or taken together, don’t provide much help to most students who fail the CAHSEE in grade 10.15

The Dual Need for Accurate Forecasting and Earlier Intervention

Developing a New Forecasting Model
Given that the interventions in grades 11, 12, and after grade 12 have helped only a small percentage of students struggling to pass the exit exam, an obvious question arises: Might it not be better to try to help at-risk students by offering them assistance well before they take the CAHSEE for the first time in grade 10?

Early intervention, in grade 9, in middle school, or even earlier in elementary school, makes sense for a number of reasons. First, the mathematics portion of the CAHSEE covers material that is normally taught between grades 6 and 8. If students have trouble mastering mathematical concepts, why wait until grade 11 to help them? Similarly, although the ELA portion of the exit exam is nominally pitched at a grade-10 level, English is a cumulative subject. Students who fail to exhibit reading and writing skills in grade 10 have struggled with basic literacy in earlier grades.

Second, tutoring and extra classes like the ones provided by AB 128 and CAHSEE prep are relatively inexpensive interventions. Inviting students who did not graduate to re-enroll in high school for up to two additional years is far more expensive. It follows that assisting students years before they reach high school can save a considerable amount of taxpayer money, not to mention two years in the lives of students.

A third reason for intervening early is that a steady and reliable set of supports for students spread over many grades is more likely to have a lasting effect on students’ capabilities than any number of eleventh-hour interventions.
The logic for early intervention seems clear. But educators need to have some way to identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE before they reach grade 10. In an earlier PPIC report, Zau and Betts (2008) created models that used data from grade 9 to explain CAHSEE outcomes and found that they could predict success on the exit exam quite well. More surprisingly, they could explain the student’s eventual CAHSEE outcomes using data from grade 4 almost as well as they could using data from grade 9. This finding opens up the possibility that districts could quite accurately identify students who are likely to fail the exit exam many grades before they first take the exam in grade 10. If this is the case, districts could provide targeted assistance much earlier.

A practical issue with such a forecasting model would be whether a school district could estimate a model once and then use it for several years. If this were possible, it could be financially feasible for a district to use such a model, because district statisticians wouldn’t need to tinker with the model every year. Seeking to create a reliable, streamlined model, we tested the reliability of the forecasting model developed by Zau and Betts for the class of 2006, applying it to three cohorts of high school students after the 2006 cohort.

We then tested whether it is possible to use student data from as early as grade 2 or 3 to predict which students will have trouble with the exit exam, opening up the possibility of intervention very early in elementary school.

Finally, we unveil our CAHSEE Early Warning Model, which uses a small set of student variables that should be available to any school district in the state. The model could help any school district in California to identify students at the end of grade 6 or grade 8 likely to require additional assistance in order to pass the CAHSEE in grade 10.

Early warning models have been developed for many different educational objectives, and 16 states have devised models to provide information on at-risk students (Davis 2012). An early warning model designed specifically to forecast which students will have trouble passing the CAHSEE seems especially valuable, since—as we discussed earlier—it is a high-stakes test that determines whether a student will graduate from high school.
How Reliable is the Zau and Betts Forecasting Model?

Figure 7 offers an example of the predictive accuracy of the model published by Zau and Betts (2008). On the horizontal axis we group students from the class of 2006 into 10 groups, based on the predicted probability that they would pass the CAHSEE by the end of grade 12. (There are two bars in each range, one showing predicted results based on information available on students in grade 4, and the other based on information available on students in grade 9.) On the vertical axis we show the actual percentage of each group who passed the CAHSEE by the end of grade 12.

If neither grade 4 nor grade 9 characteristics had any ability to predict passing the exam, all the bars in the figure would be the same height, indicating that the same percentage of students in all groups passed the CAHSEE. Instead, Zau and Betts found a very strong positive relationship between predicted and actual pass rates. For instance, based on grade-4 information gathered in 1998, the predicted probability of passing the CAHSEE for the students represented in the first set of bars was below 0.1—that is, below 10 percent—and the actual percentage of these students who passed the CAHSEE by 2006 was 6.3 percent. The predicted probability of passing the CAHSEE for the students represented in the far right set of bars was over 0.9—that is, over 90 percent—and 98.9 percent of these students did pass the exam.

Next, we set out to answer an extremely important question for policymakers: Can a model that uses one cohort of students (in this case, the class of 2006) accurately identify students in future cohorts at risk of failing the exit exam? If so, individual districts could create such a model once and continue to use it in later years to identify students most at risk of failing the CAHSEE (as long as the exam content remains the same).

We used the models of the probability that a student in the class of 2006 would pass the CAHSEE by grade 10 or by grade 12 to forecast the probability that students in the classes of 2007, 2008, and 2009 would pass the exit exam. Figure 8 compares the percentage of students in the classes of 2006 through 2009 who passed the CAHSEE in grade 10 to their predicted probability of passing the exam given their characteristics in grade 9.16

We have drawn a 45-degree line through this figure to give a rough indication of the bar height we would expect if the Zau and Betts model accurately predicts pass rates for the class of 2006 (on which the analysis is based) and also for the classes of 2007–2009. Figure 8 suggests that the
predictions are remarkably stable across all four cohorts. The increasing height of the bars as we move to the right indicates that the actual mean probability of passing the CAHSEE by the end of grade 10 is increasing as the predicted probability of passing increases. The differences between actual and predicted pass rates are generally quite small. 17

How Early Can CAHSEE Results Be Predicted?

Zau and Betts showed that it is possible to identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE using data from grade 4, with only a small loss of predictive reliability compared to the estimates obtained using grade-9 data. This suggests that we might be able to go back even further in a student’s educational history to find information that could predict later outcomes. The earlier we can identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE, the more time schools will have to provide the assistance necessary for student success on the exam.

Our SDUSD data for the class of 2006 go back only as far as grade 4. Thus, we used later cohorts to estimate grade 3 and grade 2 models of success on the CAHSEE: for grade-3 models we used data for the graduating class of 2007, and for grade-2 models we used data for the graduating class of 2008. 18

Because our findings with grade-2 data were similar to our findings with grade-3 data, we will focus only on grade-2 results here. (For grade-3 results, see Technical Appendix B.)

Our findings reveal several important factors that strongly predict grade-2 students’ probability of passing the CAHSEE in grade 10 and by the end of grade 12. Figures 9a and 9b show, for passage by grade 10 and grade 12, respectively, the predicted effect of a one-point increase in grade point average (GPA), a similar one-point increase in a “behavioral GPA” that we created using information on report cards, and a 5 percent increase in the percentage of days a student is absent. Toward the right side of the figures, estimated effects of being an English Learner and of being in a given racial/ethnic group are shown, with the comparison group being a white student who is not an English Learner. A one-point increase in GPA or behavioral GPA is associated with large increases in the predicted probability of passing the CAHSEE. For example, the model shown in Figure 9a suggests that a grade-2 student with a 4.0 GPA and a 4.0 behavioral GPA is 22 percent more likely to pass the CAHSEE by the end of grade 10 than a student with a 3.0 GPA and 3.0 behavioral GPA. The magnitude of the effect of academic GPA is about three times that of behavioral GPA, which is not surprising.
given that the former directly measures academic achievement. Students who are absent a greater percentage of time are slightly less likely to pass the exit exam in grade 10. Even after controlling for academic and behavioral GPAs and time absent, we find that English Learners in grade 2 are about 7 percent less likely to pass the exam in grade 10. Strikingly, all of the major racial/ethnic groups have different probabilities of passing the exam than the comparison group of white students. Asian students are the most likely to pass the exam while African American students are the least likely. (Asian students were 7.2 percentage points more likely than white students to pass, while African American students were 9.6 percentage points less likely than white students to pass.)

Figure 9b shows the corresponding results for a model of passing the exit exam by the end of grade 12, again based on students’ characteristics in grade 2. The estimated effects of academic GPA and behavioral GPA are broadly similar to the model of grade-10 outcomes, but there are important differences with regard to student demographic and linguistic characteristics. Although we can see in Figure 9a that students who are English Learners in grade 2 are significantly less likely than fluent speakers to pass the CAHSEE in grade 10, the difference becomes smaller and statistically insignificant when we model pass rates by the end of grade 12. This suggests that English Learners generally overcome their disadvantages on the exit exam by the end of high school. Zau and Betts (2008) came to a similar conclusion. Even more notable is that the large gaps across racial and ethnic groups in the grade-10 model shrink dramatically by the end of grade 12. At that point, African American students are the only racial group for which there remains a statistically significant gap with the comparison group (white students).19

Figure 9a. Differences between students in grade 2 strongly predict grade-10 pass rates on the CAHSEE

Figure 9b. Racial and language differences between students in grade 2 are generally less influential in predicting pass rates on the CAHSEE by the end of grade 12

SOURCE: Author calculations.
NOTES: Behavioral GPA is a variable we constructed, ranging from 0 to 4, that averages teacher comments on the report card about whether the student begins promptly, follows directions, exercises self-discipline, and exhibits good overall classroom behavior. The bars for academic GPA and behavioral GPA show the predicted effect of a one-point increase in the given type of GPA, while the percentage-of-time-absent bar shows the predicted effect of a five-percentage-point increase in time absent. The five bars at the right of the figure show the predicted effects of being a student who is an English Learner or a member of a given racial/ethnic group, relative to a white student who is not an English Learner. ** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level and * denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
Another notable difference is that, as we move toward the model of passing the exam by the end of grade 12, the effect of academic GPA falls, while the effect of behavior GPA rises modestly. A one-point increase in GPA is predicted to increase the probability of passing the exit exam in grade 10 by 17 percentage points compared to just over 11 percentage points in grade 12. The converse is true for behavioral GPA, where a one-point increase in this GPA is predicted to increase the probability of passing the exam by 5.3 percentage points in grade 10 and 6.6 percentage points by grade 12. The latter pattern applies to absences as well. A 5 percent absence rate is correlated with a reduction (relative to a student with zero absences) in the probability of passing the CAHSEE by the end of grade 10 by 3.6 percent, compared to 4.7 percent by the end of grade 12.20

Using information from early grades as predictors of success on the CAHSEE entails a tradeoff between early detection and the precision of the predicted probability of passing. On one hand, using data from early grades introduces additional noise to the estimation, decreasing the precision of the model. On the other hand, the reduction in precision has to be balanced against the ability to identify students at risk—and to then intervene—as early as grade 2. Technical appendix figures B3 and B4 address these concerns. The first figure shows that SDUSD could target quite narrowly. For instance a focus on students with a predicted probability of passing by grade 12 below 50 percent would identify about one-seventh of grade-2 students for assistance.

The finding that student performance as early as grade 2 can be used to identify students at risk suggests room for improvement in the current support system associated with CAHSEE. At the same time, we recognize that using a model based on grade-2 characteristics as the primary method for identifying students at risk will not be feasible for some students. A significant fraction of high school students are not observed in the district before they enter middle or high school. Thus the grade-2 framework would have nothing to say about their probability of success on the CAHSEE. This logistical challenge suggests that the models using grade-8 or -9 data could be used as the main forecasting tool, and the models using earlier student characteristics could be used in supplementary ways. It might be best to gauge the achievement of students as early as elementary school in order to focus remedial attention on extremely low-performing students who will need many years of attentive support to pass the CAHSEE, and to use the analysis of students in middle or high school to assess the needs of a broader set of students who on average may be able to pass with less intensive interventions such as a one-semester CAHSEE prep course.

Introducing the CAHSEE Early Warning Model
Our CAHSEE Early Warning Model is designed to help districts outside San Diego identify students who may need help preparing for the exit exam. The model, available on the PPIC website, provides a spreadsheet that districts can use to identify grade-6 or grade-8 students at risk of failing the CAHSEE in grade 10. A natural question that district administrators might ask is “Can this model more successfully identify at-risk students than district administrators can by simply examining CST test scores?” The answer is a qualified “yes.” To explore this question, we re-estimated two versions of the grade-specific Zau and Betts 2008 models. The first set of models included the same explanatory variables used by Zau and Betts as well as the additional
student samples available to us. The second set of models used only CST test scores in the given grade. We found that we could explain more of the variation across students using the full models, but the models that used only the test scores performed quite well. We compare these models in more detail in Technical Appendix B.

This comparison has shown that although test scores can provide fairly accurate predictions, we can do better using several other variables, including GPA, percent of days absent, and English Learner status. Districts can plug their own data into the spreadsheet and test whether the SDUSD-based model provides accurate predictions for recent cohorts of their students. If their predictions are accurate, they can, with a reasonable degree of confidence, use the model with younger cohorts that have not yet reached grade 10.

Finding students at risk of failing the CAHSEE using this new model offers several advantages over simply examining CST test scores. First, the information from multiple variables used in combination can produce a more accurate prediction. Second, the model allows district administrators to experiment with different cut-offs—levels at which students are identified as at risk and in need of intervention. Once they establish a given cutoff, administrators can apply the model to a cohort of students for whom actual grade-10 CAHSEE outcomes are known; the spreadsheet will then produce three useful numbers:

1. The number of students who would be included in the intervention, given the choice of cutoff;
2. The percentage of students who failed the CAHSEE who would have been included in the intervention;
3. The percentage of students who passed the CAHSEE who would have been included in the intervention.

The first statistic is useful because it can help the district to estimate the number of students who would have received help, and the attendant costs. The second two statistics are helpful because they indicate for various cutoffs, how many of the students who really did need help would have received assistance, and how many students who passed the exam without any new interventions would have received the intervention.

Once district administrators have checked the degree to which the model predicts accurately for cohorts that have already reached grade 12, they can apply the model to cohorts of students still in middle or early grades of high school to tailor support to the neediest students.

Conclusion

Our findings suggest that two interventions have helped some students pass the exit exam—AB 347 funding for students who return to school after failing to pass the CAHSEE by the end of grade 12, and San Diego’s CAHSEE prep classes for students who fail to pass the exam in grade 10. The third intervention, AB 128 tutoring, did not appear to have any significant influence. These interventions have not helped as many students as we would like. Of the students who failed one or both components of the exit exam in grade 10, fewer than 1 in 30 subsequently passed because of these interventions. Or to put it another way, only 1 to 2 percent of all grade 10 students passed the exam because of these interventions.

Thus it is clear that although these interventions are somewhat helpful, they have not helped get all students over the hurdle of the exit exam. The logical conclusion is that we need better interventions in high school or new interventions that can begin to help students before they first take the exit exam in grade 10.

Intervening before students first take the CAHSEE in grade 10 makes a great deal of sense, especially given that the skills needed to pass both the ELA and mathematics components of the test are taught to students throughout elementary and middle school. It could also be cost effective to intervene earlier, given the high costs of re-enrolling non-graduates for up to two years beyond grade 12.

Early intervention, however, requires that school districts be able to identify students at risk of failing the CAHSEE several grades before they first take the exam in
grade 10. Our updates of the forecasting models in Zau and Betts (2008) provide several important messages. First, districts need not go to the expense of updating their forecasting models annually; the Zau and Betts model based on the class of 2006 worked very well for three later cohorts. Second, it seems that a unified school district could, if it so desired, intervene in the early elementary grades: our model could quite accurately forecast grade-2 students’ performance on the CAHSEE 8 to 10 years in the future. Our updated and simplified forecasting model, the CAHSEE Early Warning Model, is available to any district as a spreadsheet on the PPIC website. Districts can test the validity of this model using past graduating classes from their own districts, and if the forecasts prove accurate, can then with reasonable assurance use the model to identify students entering grade 7 or grade 9 who should receive additional help on the content covered by the exit exam.

Another important consideration is that the state of California has decided to bundle intensive instruction and services funds supported by AB 128 into flexible funding, which enables districts to provide tutoring or any other type of assistance far earlier than grades 11 and 12 (the original limitation of AB 128). Unfortunately, for districts that are not unified but include only secondary grades, it will not be possible to use these funds at earlier grade levels, since the district provides education only to students in the higher grades.

A question that naturally arises is “What is the best use of this funding by districts that desire to boost performance on the CAHSEE?” We need to learn a great deal more about what works best. However, districts may want to develop their own versions of the San Diego CAHSEE prep classes. Students who took these classes in a given subject area were much more likely to pass the exit exam in the same subject area, although the impact on overall passage of the exit exam was more muted, probably because many students fail both parts of the exam in grade 10. The key feature of these classes is that they extend far beyond basic test-taking strategies, focusing on the mathematics and ELA content being tested in the exit exam. Combined with a readily available forecasting tool—such as the CAHSEE Early Warning Model that can identify at-risk students in earlier grades—such courses offered before grade 10 could provide a significant service to school districts and their students. This dual policy of early warning and early intervention could provide a cost-effective way to save students from both the needless anxiety of failing the exit exam later in high school, and worse, giving up one or two years of their lives after grade 12 to master basic competencies in order to receive a high school diploma.

Technical appendices to this report are available on the PPIC website: www.ppic.org/content/pubs/other/612JBR_appendix.pdf
Notes

1 Through the Early Assessment Program (EAP)—a collaborative effort of the California State University (CSU), the California Department of Education, and the California State Board of Education—grade 11 students in California may voluntarily take an augmented version of the California Standards Tests in ELA and mathematics. Students who meet CSU expectations on the EAP need not take placement tests when entering the CSU system. Thus, although the EAP is not a mandated assessment for all students, it could be considered a “high-stakes” moment by those who take the test.


3 While it may be true that exit exams motivate most students to work harder in school and learn more, the notion that passing the exit exam signals ability to employers—who then pay higher wages—is largely untested. A recent paper by Martorell and Clark (2010) finds that grade 12 students in Texas and Florida who pass the exit exam on their final attempt earn no more in their early twenties than do grade 12 students who do not pass the test. This result implies that the signaling value of passing a high school exam may not be high, at least for this marginal group of students.

4 The CAHSEE is administered five times statewide for grade 12 students, but because state guidelines do not allow students to retake the test until results from a prior test have been received, most districts offer the test fewer than five times in grade 12. In SDUSD, grade 12 students have at least three opportunities to take the CAHSEE in grade 12.

5 The skills embodied in the exit exam should have direct payoff in the labor market. For instance, Rose and Betts (2004) show that high school students who complete Algebra I have significantly higher earnings in the labor market in their late twenties, and that this course in particular predicts earnings well. Thus the exit exam, by including an algebra component in the mathematics portion of the exam, tests students on skills with direct labor-market rewards.


7 A summary of the findings of earlier research on the CAHSEE (based on analyses of San Diego data, data from other districts, and statewide studies) is available in Appendix C in the technical appendices, which we refer to throughout this report and which are available at www.ppic.org/content/pubs/other/612JBR_appendix.pdf. Appendix C also provides further details on state legislation with examples of how SDUSD implemented some of the state-mandated measures.

8 For instance, the description of one of these courses, Math CAHSEE Support (4088) reads as follows: “In this course, students study structure of the California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) and the requisite mathematics skills they will need to pass the mathematics portion, including tips for studying and taking a multiple-choice exam. Students receive explicit instruction, facilitated practice, and independent practice with feedback. This course is designed to be offered within the regular school day.” Thus the courses are a blend of content instruction and instruction on test-taking strategies.

9 This is important because it shows that students were “negatively selected” into these classes, which should lead, if anything, to an understatement of the effect of the preparatory classes on performance on the CAHSEE. See Technical Appendix A for a statistical description of the differences between the subsamples of students who took and did not take a CAHSEE preparatory class.

10 These students were enrolled in Transition Resources for Adult Community Education (TRACE), a community-based program that helps young adults (18–22 years old) with disabilities to transition from public school to adult life as mandated by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

11 Technical Appendix A presents detailed tables showing the number of non-graduates by category for each year.

12 These figures also show the differing trends in re-enrollment and test taking between regular students and non-diploma-bound students. Although the percentage of regular students who re-enroll after one year form an increasing percentage in the classes from 2007 through 2009, non-diploma bound students also make up a large percentage of re-enrollments. The percentage is even more skewed when looking at two-year re-enrollments. It is clear that non-diploma bound students make up a large share of the students re-enrolling two years after grade 12. In contrast, diploma-bound students constitute the vast majority of the students who took and passed the CAHSEE one year after their senior year. Very few non-diploma-bound students took and passed the CAHSEE upon re-enrollment. This is not surprising given that CAHSEE is not a binding requirement for these students who do not expect to receive a diploma. We also note that it is in some ways a misnomer to refer to these students “re-enrolling” after grade 12 because, for most, the norm is to remain in school up to age 22 to gain life skills.

13 Although we know of no study that tests whether non-graduates return to high school in greater numbers during recessions, Betts and McFarland (1995), using national data, show that community college enrollments rise sharply in recessions, buttressing our argument that when young adults encounter weak labor markets they are more likely to invest their time in further education.
Our method of estimating the number of students who passed because of an intervention varied by intervention. For AB 128, because we have an “intent to treat” estimate, we conclude that the percentage of the sample who passed in grade 10 and who later passed because of tutoring in grade 11 to be 100 percent times the increase in the probability of passage. For CAHSEE prep classes, we multiplied the predicted increase in the probability of overall passage from taking any CAHSEE prep class by the number of grade-11 and -12 students actually taking a prep class, and we expressed this as a percentage of all those who had failed in grade 10. For AB 347, we multiplied the predicted increase in the probability of passing the CAHSEE within two years after graduation by the number of non-grading grade-12 students, and we then expressed this number of affected students as a percentage of those who had yet to pass the CAHSEE at the end of grade 10.

Another way of stating our result is as a percentage of all grade 10 students. We find that the overall CAHSEE passage rate rises by 1 to 2 percent as a result of these three interventions.

Technical Appendix Figure B1 serves as a counterpart of Figure 8, showing the probabilities of passing the CAHSEE by grade 12. Technical Appendix Table B1 provides details on the percentage of students in each of the predicted probability groups presented in Figures 8 and A4 in the technical appendix.

This pattern is not consistent with the possibility of mean reversion. Mean reversion, in the present context, refers to the effects of statistical noise in testing, whereby students who have a low score one year will tend to move toward an average score the next year, while those with a high score will tend to move down toward the average score the next year. In such a situation, students who have low achievement could experience large gains in the future, while students with high achievement could experience unusually small gains. This is not the pattern in San Diego, where a student who performs below average in the lower grades does even worse than expected on the exit exam several grades later. This implies that achievement gaps may be increasing as students get older.

The full set of variables used in the estimation of grade-2 and grade-3 models are as follows: an indicator for whether the student is female, as well as ethnicity identifiers, an English Learner identifier, elementary GPA in the given grade (2 or 3), percent of time absent from school, school ethnic composition variables, percent of students within the school on free lunch, and behavioral GPA, which is a variable ranging from 0 to 4 that averages teacher responses on the report card indicating whether the student begins promptly, follows directions, exhibits self-discipline, and has good overall classroom behavior. Regression results are provided in Technical Appendix B.

We also estimated probit models which take into account the binary nature of the outcome, and results were similar. We made one important change to the models estimated for grades 2 and 3 compared to the models estimated for grades 4 through 9 by Zau and Betts (2008). The California Standards Test did not exist when these two cohorts of students were in grades 2 and 3. Although a state test did exist, it was somewhat different than the CST in focus. More important, the classes of 2006 and 2007 took grade-2 and grade-3 tests in an era before No Child Left Behind. In the NCLB era, state testing is taken much more seriously, with schools facing potential penalties unless virtually all students take the test. This means that test results are missing for a greater number of students who were in grades 2 and 3 before NCLB than in later years. For these reasons, in the grade 2 and 3 models we do not include test scores, relying instead on the academic GPA to capture student achievement.

The concern that the models are estimated using different cohorts than the previously discussed models is a valid one. However, the fit of predicted probabilities across all four cohorts used in the out-of-sample predictions suggests there was no significant shift in the characteristics of the student population across the four graduating classes. Hence, the fact that different groups of students are used to estimate models of success on the CAHSEE using grade-2 and grade-3 data is not likely to pose a significant problem. We also tried variants of these models that used the grade-2 and -3 Stanford 9 test results as explanatory variables. Results were similar to those we discuss in the text.

The sample of grade 2 students for whom we estimate the grade 12 model is smaller than the sample for whom we estimate the grade 10 model because some students move away from the district between grades 10 and 12. To see if the difference in samples could explain the stronger predicted effects of EL status and race/ethnicity in the grade 10 forecasts, we repeated the grade 10 model with the subsample used for the grade 12 model. The results for the grade 10 model changed only slightly. We also compared grade 10 test scores and demographics of the sample of grade 2 students in the district in grades 10 and 12, and there were no major differences. Students who persisted until grade 12 had slightly higher achievement in grade 10 than the full sample of grade 10 students. Overall we conclude that differences in samples do not explain the differences between Figures 9 and 10.

Technical Appendix B shows the underlying regression results as well as results when using grade 3 student data to forecast pass rates on the exit exam. The grade 3 results are similar. The most important difference is that being an English Learner in grade 3 is no longer a significant negative predictor of CAHSEE outcomes.
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